Gould, Rebecca. "Walt Whitman 's Yearning." Mickle Street Review no. 16 (2004) (190) (191) (192) (193) (194) (195) , examines Whitman's "erotic" responses to opera, finding opera "to be the medium in which Whitman's sexuality achieves its greatest clarity and intensity"; explicates opera passages in "Song of Myself," "A Singer Lewiston, ME: Edwin Mellen, 2004. [Examines the ways that Leaves of Grass "combines both free verse and traditional prosody in mimetic ways," examining the conventional early poems and then looking at the "forward prosody" of the first edition of Leaves; the "sex prosody" of "Children of Adam," "Calamus," and other "works on copulation"; the "poetic noise of war" in Drum-Taps; Whitman's "walking and sea-drifting rhythm"; and the "conventional metrics" of his later 
